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Abstract

Several DNA fingerprinting techniques that use arbitrary primers to characterize, scan and tag
genomic DNA were optimized and used to study plants and microbial pathogens. The generated
arbitrarily amplified DNA (AAD) profiles could be tailored in their complexity and polymorphic
content, allowing analysis of closely related organisms, such as vegetatively-propagated horticultural
crops or clonal fungal populations. AAD markers were used in cultivar and strain identification, map-
based cloning, and marker-assisted breeding, sometimes as sequence-tagged sites. Phenetic analysis
using parsimony, cluster, and numerical methods was applied successfully to the identification of
genetic relationships in turfgrass species such as bermudagrass, woody plants such as dogwoods, and
floricultural species such as petunia and chrysanthemum. AAD profiles were used to measure for the
first time a genome-wide mutation rate, directly in a plant. Mutation rates in vegetatively propagated
bermudagrass were comparable to those in human, mice, fruit flies, and worms. In combination with
established tools used in molecular systematics (e.g. rDNA sequence analysis), AAD markers tracked
the introduction of exotic dogwood anthracnose-causing fungi in North America. As part of a breeding
effort to combat dogwood diseases, AAD was used in pseudo-testcross mapping of the tree at the
intra-specific level. Markers were efficiently generated despite the close relatedness of parental
dogwood material. Finally, DNA markers and tags were also generated in soybean, and were used to
construct high density maps and walk towards defined genomic regions in the positional cloning of the
supernodulation nts-1 symbiotic gene.

1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, a number of molecular techniques have been recruited to complement
traditional methods for the evaluation of genomes and biodiversity [1]. Most of these
techniques are based on the analysis of information-rich nucleic acid molecules and provide
reliable estimators of relatedness, phylogeny and inheritance of genetic material. Nucleic acid
markers are by far the most powerful and widely used, because they directly "depict" nucleic
acid sequence composition. These markers restrict analysis of the typically lO^lO10 bp of a
genome to selected nucleic acid regions representing only 1-104 bp of sequence. Many of
them use hydrogen-bonding interactions between nucleic acid strands ('hybridization') and
oligonucleotide-driven enzymatic accumulation of specific nucleic acid sequences
('amplification') to uncover polymorphism, and therefore sequence variability between
individual genomes. Nucleic acid marker methods can be divided into four groups [2]:
(i) hybridization-based analysis [e.g. restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP)
analysis], (ii) amplification-based nucleic acid scanning (e.g. AFLP®), (iii) amplification-
based nucleic acid profiling [e.g. polymerase chain reaction (PCR) amplification of
microsatellites], and (iv) sequence-targeted techniques (e.g. oligonucleotide arrays). Because
different applications demand the use of different DNA marker systems [1], the researcher is
usually confronted with the difficult task of choosing a suitable technique. The selection of a
marker system depends on a number of technical factors, including throughput and speed,
equipment and operator skills, cost and automation, sensitivity, and overall reliability.
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Selection also depends on the ability to differentiate the sampled material. Profiling methods
differ in their ability to detect DNA polymorphisms in a given population (informativeness)
and in the number of loci simultaneously targeted per experiment (multiplex ratio). DNA
markers can also be dominant or co-dominant and can exhibit different expected
heterozygosities (a measure of the number of alleles that are detected). Informativeness and
co-dominance are important factors in genetic mapping and trait tagging. Desirable markers
for these applications should be highly polymorphic and exhibit multiple co-dominant alleles
(e.g. microsatellites). Alternatively, robust multilocus-fingerprinting techniques with high
multiplex ratios (e.g. AFLP) can be used efficiently despite low expected heterozygosities.
When markers are used to estimate genetic diversity and build molecular phylogenies, the
taxonomical level of analysis becomes relevant. Nucleic acid scanning techniques are here
useful for distinguishing closely related organisms (usually at or below the species level). The
neutrality and high allele number of microsatellite markers make them ideally suited for the
study of populations. Finally, phylogenetic analysis can be well accomplished by direct
sequencing of PCR products or by using RFLP markers.

The amplification-based nucleic acid scanning techniques that use arbitrarily amplified
DNA (AAD) fall within one special class of nucleic acid typing that does not require prior
knowledge of nucleotide sequence or cloned and characterized hybridization probes [3-5].
They are versatile and universal as demonstrated by the many applications and wide range of
organisms studied and reported in thousands of publications (for recent reviews see [6, 7]).
These techniques have been used in genetic and physical mapping, general fingerprinting,
population biology, taxonomy and systematics, and map-based cloning of genes. High
throughput has facilitated marker-assisted selection, trait introgression, and study of
multigenic or quantitative traits. AAD methods produce characteristic amplification
signatures from virtually any nucleic acid template and use one or more short (typically 5-32
nt) oligonucleotides of arbitrary or semi-arbitrary sequence to target a multiplicity of
anonymous sites. These signatures (fingerprints) are composed mainly of amplification
products of varying length. Extensive mismatching between the oligonucleotide primer and
the template can be tolerated [8]. However, primer hybridization to perfect or partially
complementary sites in the target nucleic acid requires that the first 5-6 nt from the
3' terminus of the primer faithfully match those in the template. Primers as short as 5-mers
can fingerprint nucleic acids [8, 9]. However, primers can harbour an arbitrary sequence of
only 3 nt, if an extraordinarily stable mini-hairpin is attached at their 5' termini [10]. These
mini-hairpin primers have been used effectively in the fingerprinting of small templates, such
as PCR products (0.2-1 kb), plasmids (2-5 kb), DAF fingerprints (15-25 kb), and cloned
genomic fragments (50-250 kb).

Molecular markers can help in the breeding and management of plants, by evaluating
genetic differences in populations, exotic varieties and wild species and guiding the
introgression of new and important traits into elite germplasm. Markers can also determine
levels of heterozygosity and homozygosity in breeding stock. Their use in genetic mapping
can pin-point genes controlling important traits and identify gene combinations that are most
favourable in breeding strategies. Finally, markers can facilitate the study of the distribution,
diversity and evolution of plant pathogens and pests, by identifying co-evolution strategies
that can aid in forecasting epidemics and designing management practices. We have
concentrated efforts in the study of markers systems that can detect differences at the genetic
level between closely related organisms. These markers were used in a number of applications
that include the positional cloning of nodulation genes in legumes, tagging of soybean
nematode resistance genes, generation of a genetic map in a model legume (Lotus japonicus),
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the study of biodiversity in turfgrass, floricultural crops, woody plants, and in population
biology of fungal pathogens. Here we summarize some of our results in the context of the
development of new marker systems and experimental approaches.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1. Biological materials and DNA extraction

Plant material was grown, kept vegetative, and harvested using standard techniques.
Cultivars of horticultural crops were obtained from commercial sources. Dogwood
anthracnose resistant lines were selected from asymptomatic trees in Catoctin Mountain Park
(Maryland). Tufgrass cultivars were obtained from breeder stocks, and off-types were
sampled in golf courses and fields throughout the US. In mutation rate experiments,
bermudagrass cultivars were grown in pots under open daylight from single sprigs planted
during spring. Samples consisting of individual leaf blades were harvested in concentric rings
equidistant from the initial sprig planting. Fungi were collected from dogwood anthracnose
lesions. Fungal isolates were grown and maintained in potato dextrose V8 juice agar.
Compatibility of hyphal anastomosis was tested in agar plates. Isolates were paired in
replicated bifactorial designs, by laying 7 mm plugs 20 mm apart from each other with the
mycelium in contact with the agar surface. Mycelial interfaces were examined for
compatibility and hyphal lysis using 40 x magnification. DNA was extracted from leaf tissue
and mycelia ground to a fine powder with polyvinylpolypyrrolidone under liquid nitrogen,
using a commercial kit (Gentra Systems, Research Triangle Park, NC).

2.2. DNA amplification

In the course of this decade we developed several AAD methodologies, including the
original DNA amplification fingerprinting (DAF) technique [9]. Some of these strategies,
such as minihairpin primed DAF (mhpDAF) [10], template endonuclease cleaved multiple
arbitrary amplicon profiling (tecMAAP) [11] and arbitrary signatures from amplification
profiles (ASAP) [12], increase detection of polymorphic DNA and are therefore capable of
analyzing a same set of templates at different taxonomical levels. Since AAD techniques
depend on many amplification factors, they required careful optimization. We used Taguchi
methods [13-15] to optimize different AAD techniques [15 16]. Taguchi-optimized DAF
reactions (10-20 juL) contained 8-9 juM of primer and 0.1 ng/ul of template DNA, and were
generally amplified for 35 cycles of 0.5 min at 96°C, 1 min at 50°C, and 1 min at 74°C,
depending on the thermal cycling unit. ASAP reactions contained high primer concentrations
(9 //M) and were assembled and amplified as previously described [12] with minor
modifications. Amplification products were electrophoresed in polyester-backed 0.45 mm-
thick polyacrylamide gels, silver stained, and preserved by drying at room temperature.

2.3. Measurement of genome-wide mutation rates

ASAP reactions were used to measure mutation rates according to the procedure
described by Caetano-Anolles [17]. Total genomic mutation rates (ji) were calculated over
several time scales from estimates of nucleotide sequence divergence (D) within arbitrary
collections of DAF products. Mutation rates were given as rate of change per unit DNA
(genome or bp) per unit time (generation or a). Mutation rates per generation were either
expressed per nucleotide (ju) or per total genome (jug). Sequence divergence was estimated
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from the number of ASAP polymorphisms (p) and the total number of ASAP products (n),
was expressed as nucleotide changes (%) observed within the amplified sequence of
monomorphic DAF fragments, and was calculated according to the Eq. (1).

The value / is the length of the arbitrary sequence targeted by annealing of the mini-
hairpin primers (f= 5.5 bp; cf. [18]). Since D and p were linearly correlated (t < 0.05),
sequence divergence could be calculated by extrapolation.

2.4. Genetic mapping, bulked segregant analysis and artificial chromosome libraries

Data from segregating populations were subjected to maximum likelihood analysis
using the MAPMAKER program. Mapping data obtained using soybean recombinant inbred
lines (RIL) was placed in the Utah and Iowa soybean databases. Wild-type Bragg and EMS-
induced mutants defective in the autoregulatory control of nodule mass and number (nts382)
or nodulation [nod49 (rjl) and nodi39 (rj6)] were crossed with Glycine soja PI468.397 to
produce F2 and F3 segregating populations. Bulked segregant analysis (BSA) [19] was used to
find markers linked to simple and complex traits with the sole knowledge of phenotype.
Markers associated with particular traits or genomic regions were identified using pooled
DNA samples. Individuals in a segregating population that either expressed or fail to express
a symbiotic phenotype or RFLP pattern were pooled, and DNA polymorphisms between the
pooled samples were identified using AAD techniques. Adequately large pools ensured the
random assortment of all genetic variability in the parental material through chromosome
segregation and recombination at meiosis, except for the control sorting of the chromosome
region linked to the desired phenotype. DNA polymorphisms were converted into landmarks
for genetic and physical mapping, by direct isolation of AAD bands from silver stained gels,
cloning and sequencing. These sequence-characterized amplified regions (SCARs) [20] were
used, for example, as landmarks in the assemblage of contigs in the positional cloning of the
nts locus or as tags in marker-assisted breeding of soybean cyst nematode resistance. Selected
SCARs were also used in the study of primer-template interactions during AAD
amplification.

The construction of a soybean yeast artificial chromosome (YAC) library was initiated.
High molecular weight DNA was isolated from agarose-embedded and lysed soybean
mesophyll protoplasts, size-selected (>250 kb) by pulsed field gel electrophoresis (PFGE),
and ligated into the pYAC4 vector. Ligated DNA was transformed into yeast, and selected by
colony colour and uracyl auxotrophy. Southern analysis of PFGE karyotypes showed strong
hybridization to total genomic DNA in about half of clones, probably due to high abundance
of repeated DNA sequences. Weakly hybridizing signals were assumed to result from inserts
containing predominantly unique DNA. About 7% of clones contained chloroplast DNA. At
present, the partial soybean YAC library represents about 30% of the soybean genome, with
inserts being stable and averaging 220 kb in size (range 50-960 kb). Endclones from YAC
insert DNA have been isolated using vectorette PCR. When endclones were hybridized to
restricted DNA from G. max and G. soja, they detected with equal frequency either long and
interspersed repeated sequences or unique fragments, validating their use in chromosome
walking. A soybean bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC) library with 4 x genome coverage
and cloned inserts averaging 105 kb (range 50-80 kb) was also constructed.
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2.5. Phenetic, phylogenetic and RNA structure analysis

AAD products were scored as unordered genetic characters (loci) and analyzed using
NTSYS-pc {Numerical taxonomy and multivariate analysis; v. 1.8, Exeter Software, Setauket,
NY) or PAUP* {Phylogenetic analysis using parsimony; v. 4.0, Sinauer Assoc, Sunderland,
MA). Phenetic relationships were evaluated using Jaccard similarity coefficients and cluster
(UPGMA) and neighbor-joining (NJ) algorithms, and confirmed using principal co-rdinate
analysis (PCO). PCR-amplified internal transcribed sequences (ITS) of rDNA were aligned
using the ClustalX program (v. 1.68p), and phylogenies reconstructed using PAUP*, PHYLIP
{Phylogenetic inference package; v. 3.75c), and PUZZLE {Quartet puzzling; v. 3.1).
Phylogenetic reliability was tested by the nonparametric bootstrap method. Pairwise distances
were computed from nucleotide sequences based on the two-parameter nucleotide substitution
model of Kimura in PHYLIP, and were used to assess differences in substitution rates within
spacer regions. RNA secondary structure of spacer regions was predicted by the free-energy
minimization method using the MFOLD program (v. 3.0). The ITS2 secondary structure was
inferred from recurrent RNA folding patterns, 5.8S rRNA constraints and the yeast spacer
model [21].

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. AAD: optimization and identification of important primer-template interactions

3.1.1. AAD optimization using Taguchi methods

The simplicity and proven success of Taguchi methods [13] in industrial process design,
offered a cost-effective strategy for optimization of DNA amplification of plants and microbes
[14 15]. For example, we used L9 (34) and Lig (38) orthogonal arrays to study the interaction of
amplification components and thermal cycling parameters in DAF [15 16]. Analysis of
variance (ANOVA) decomposed the contribution of individual amplification factors to the
responses of amplification yield or product number, while verification experiments established
that optimum conditions were predictable, verifiable and reproducible. Several amplification
components (primer, magnesium and enzyme) conditioned amplification. However, annealing
temperature and time were the only important thermal cycling contributing factors. The
Taguchi approach defined a robust and transportable amplification protocol based on high
annealing temperatures (typically 48°C) and primer concentrations (typically 8 uM), which
can be applied to the fingerprinting of a wide range of DNA templates of plant and fungal
origin.

3.1.2. Worldwide web resource

A worldwide web site has been constructed with detailed protocols, general information
on molecular markers, useful tips, and an extensive collection of links [22]. Protocols cover
several AAD techniques (RAPD, DAF, AFLP, ASAP), DNA separation, silver staining, and
the optimization of DNA amplification.

3.1.3. Primer-template interactions in sequence tags from arbitrarily amplified DNA

The generation of arbitrarily amplified DNA is primarily determined by the sequence
and concentration of the arbitrary primer that anneals to short and complementary inverted
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repeats closely spaced in the nucleic acid template [8]. Amplification can accommodate
extensive primer-template mismatching events [8, 23-25], depending mainly on primer length
and template complexity. Since not all targeted sites are efficiently amplified [8], mismatching
could influence the competitive ability of many amplification products and ultimately the
kinetics of the overall amplification reaction. In previous studies, we found evidence to
suggest that amplification products are capable of forming hairpin loops because of their
palindromic termini [8, 10]. Assignment of amplification products generated with mini-hairpin
primers to amplicons expected in bacterial plasmids showed the existence of physical
interaction between annealing sites, probably during amplification of first-round products [10].
The ability of the primer to displace these first-round template structures appears an important
element during the template "screening" phase of the amplification process, whereby the rare
primer-template duplexes are stabilized by primer extension and later transformed into
accumulating amplification products. We explored the existence of template-template
interactions during the nucleic acid scanning reaction by analyzing the sequence of amplicons
from SCARs in soybean, rice, lettuce, bean, apple, strawberry, tomato, burrowing nematodes,
zebrafish and mosquito. The extent of duplex formation between the termini of the SCAR
products was evaluated. Figure 1 shows results obtained from mosquito SCARs. Chi-square
analysis indicated that while base pair matching values fitted those expected from average GC
or AT ratios for the individual SCARs with high level of confidence, there were significant
departures that could only be explained by the selective interaction of sequence positions
internal to the amplified products. This observation suggests that sequence-tagged sites are
selected not only by the sequence of the primers but also by the sequence of the targeted
regions.
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Fig. 1. Duplex interactions between termini of arbitrarily amplified DNA products used as sequence-
tagged sites in the mosquito genetic map [26], Calculated chi square values for AT, GC and total base
pair matches are given. One and two asterisks show values that reject a null hypothesis of no
significant differences to random duplex formation at thep<0.05 andp<0.005 confidence levels.
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3.2. AAD markers as characters for identification, ecology and evolution of plants

3.2.1. AAD analysis in floriculture

Cultivar identification and pedigree verification are important for the protection of
intellectual property and royalty income, and for the development of "essentially derived
varieties". Varietal identification has been particularly important for the floriculture industry.
The production of bedding plants is one of the fastest growing segments in horticulture, with
annual sales exceeding billions of dollars. Floricultural crops like petunia contribute
importantly to this growth. However, cultivars are closely related and are difficult to
differentiate at the genetic level. We have used AAD markers successfully for the
characterization of cultivars of petunia [27], chrysanthemum [18, 28], geranium [29] and
carnation [30], clarifying in some cases their origin or establishing genetic relationships. In
particular, the ASAP technique permitted the clear identification of somatic mutants and
radiation-induced sports that are genetically highly homogeneous [18, 29], facilitating future
marker assisted breeding and protection of plant breeders rights of varieties or cultivars.

3.2.2. Analysis of rates of radiation-induced and somatic mutation in chrysanthemum

Chrysanthemum (Dendranthema grandiflora) was probably cultivated before 500 BC
and is endemic to Asia. It was introduced to Europe in 1789 and to the US after the 19th
century. These earlier plants bare little resemblance with currently cultivated cultivars, which
are usually developed from a single progenitor either spontaneously or by radiation-induced
mutagenesis (sports). Because of their close genetic relationship, there is a need to
differentiate vegetatively derived accessions. The chrysanthemum cultivars Dark Charm,
Salmon Charm, Coral Charm and Dark Bronze Charm are either radiation-induced mutants or
spontaneous sports of cultivar Charm and constitute a family or series of plants that primarily
differ in flower colour. These cultivars, which were difficult to differentiate genetically by
DAF analysis [28], were easily identified by ASAP analysis. In one study [18], genomic DNA
was first amplified with 3 standard octamer primers, all of which produced monomorphic
profiles. Products from each of these DNA fingerprints were subsequently reamplified using 4
mini-hairpin decamer primers. The 12 primer combinations produced signatures containing
about 37% polymorphic character loci, which were then used to estimate genetic relationships
between the cultivars of the series. This number of ASAP polymorphisms detected provided
an estimate of DNA changes in the mutant cultivars, ranging 0.03-4% of nucleotide changes
within an average of 18 kb of arbitrarily amplified DAF sequence. Mutation levels were
therefore comparable to those reported in Drosophila, Transdescantia chiensis and Anopheles
gambiae. No differences in mutation rates were observed between the individual mutants
(one-way ANOVA, p > 0.963), indicating that radiation-induced and somatic mutations occur
at similar paces in chrysanthemum.

3.2.3. Analysis of off-types, cultivar instabilities and mutation rates in turfgrass

DNA analysis has been used profusely to characterize turfgrass species, cultivars and
accessions (reviewed in [31]). We invested effort in the study of bermudagrass {Cynodon).
The genus Cynodon comprises nine species and ten varieties that constitute a diverse group of
important warm-season perennial sod-forming grasses, most of which have been used as turf,
pasture and fodder throughout warm temperate and tropical regions of the world [32]. Only
few clonally propagated lines bred during the later part of the century are currently being
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widely cultured. These include sterile triploids (2n = 3x = 27) resulting from the interspecific
hybridization of tetraploid C. dactylon var. dactylon and diploid C. transvaalensis. Such is the
case of 'Tifway', 'Tifgreen' and 'Tifdwarf. The narrow genetic base of these cultivars poses
a risk for extensive damage from virulent or introduced pests [32], an apparent vulnerability
that must be counteracted by assessing and broadening the genetic diversity of plant material
used in breeding programmes. We recently used DAF to establish the levels of genetic
variation within and between selected species and interspecific hybrids of bermudagrass [33].
DAF was also coupled with phenetic analysis to examine the origin of "off-type" derivatives
of cultivar Tifway that exhibit variant morphology and performance [34]. Studies showed that
Tifway was intrinsically stable and that off-types originated from contamination, were
diverse, and were probably interspecific hybrids. In contrast, subsequent analysis of cultivars
Tifgreen and Tifdwarf using mini-hairpin primers (ASAP and mhpDAF) indicated that off-
types in these cultivars resulted predominantly from genetic instabilities arising from somatic
mutation [35]. These instabilities did not derive from gross chromosomal rearrangements.

3.2.4. Genome-wide mutation rates in vegetativefy propagated bermudagrass

An accumulation of point mutations within plants that are multiplying vegetatively at
high rates by specialized means (stolons and rhizomes) could have important consequences on
biological fitness and could be the cause of the high incidence of genetic off-types in these
bermudagrass cultivars. Kondrashov [36] has developed a general model whereby mutation
load in a population exhibiting obligate vegetative reproduction appears substantially higher
than under sexual or asexual reproduction, explaining the rarity of this reproductive mode
throughout evolution. In line with this proposal, we were able to show that genetic
instabilities detected by phenetic analysis in bermudagrass sterile hybrids resulted from
increased genome-wide mutation levels in vegetative culture [17]. Genome-wide somatic
mutation rates were measured using the ASAP cascade amplification strategy. In ASAP [12],
a single arbitrary primer is used to produce a collection of AAD products which then serve as
template for a second round of DNA amplification that is generally directed by one or more
mini-hairpin primers. This second ASAP amplification reaction can render allelic signatures
that are characteristic of the sequence of the initial DAF products to be compared, provided
initial AAD profiles are monomorphic. DNA polymorphisms detected by ASAP provided a
measurement of sequence divergence within invariant DAF profiles in bermudagrass,
chrysanthemum and Discula destructiva fungi. This also allowed a direct estimation of
mutation rate at the whole genome level. The approach was used to study mutations that were
induced by irradiation in Tifway II, those arising from genetic instabilities in the Tifgreen-
Tifdwarf bermudagrass complex, and those appearing as the result of normal vegetative
growth in Tifdwarf [17]. Mutations studied were essentially nucleotide substitutions and
strand inversions that occurred within monomorphic DAF products. They were not the result
of insertions or deletion events, the activity of transposable elements, major rearrangements in
the genome, artifacts produced by the DNA amplification process itself, or the existence of
non-orthologous bands in DAF products.

The method was first used to measure radiation-induced mutation in bermudagrass.
DNA sequence divergence between cultivar 'Tifway' and its gamma radiation-induced
mutant 'Tifway IF (D = 0.70 ± 0.66%) was comparable (though 2-3 times lower) to estimates
in radiation-induced mutants and spontaneous sports of chrysanthemum [18]. In these
experiments, sequence divergence was indicative of nucleotide changes induced by irradiation
in the mutant, because ASAP using this same set of primers was unable to detect
polymorphisms in the analysis of several Tifway accessions with different histories of culture.
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A similar divergence in sequence (D = 0.95 ± 0.20%) was observed in the pairwise
comparison of 17 non-disjunctive 'Tifgreen' and Tifdwarf accessions. Despite the different
culture histories, somatic mutations,appear to have been arising in golf green bermudagrass to
cumulative levels comparable to those induced by irradiation. A similar observation was
reported for chrysanthemum sports [18]. Finally, mutation during normal Tifdwarf vegetative
growth was evaluated by planting sprigs and sampling their offspring. Somatic sequence
divergence levels (D = 0.004 ± 0.007%) resulted in a mutation rate of 1.05 x 10-8 per
nucleotide per generation, assuming that a bermudagrass sprig constitutes a generation of
growth. This rate is comparable to those found in human, Drosophila melanogaster,
Caenorhabditis elegans and the mouse (ranging ju = 0.4 x 10" -2 x 10" ) (reviewed in [37]).
This observation supports the contention that rates of sequence evolution in eukaryotes are
cell-or-organism generation dependent rather than time-dependent.

The bermudagrass vegetative mutation rate was strikingly congruent with a long-term
rate measured across accessions and indicative of the accumulation of mutations in Tifgreen-
Tifdwarf populations (1.02 x 10"8 per nucleotide per generation), suggesting absence of
evolutionary constraints in the sampled genomic regions. Therefore, most mutations detected
by ASAP accumulate freely, appearing populationally neutral. Mutation rates calculated from
across-accesions divergence estimates (D = 5.18 ± 0.53%) indicated that plant material was
evolving 100 times faster (3.8 x 10"7 changes per nucleotide per a) than a molecular clock rate
estimate for grasses, probably resulting from the compound effect of clonal growth and life
span of the hybrid plant material.

Mutation rates have never been measured "directly" in plants before but were proposed
to occur at levels of one mutation per diploid genome per generation [37]. The relatively high
genomic mutation rate (juB= 10 per triploid genome) during bermudagrass vegetative growth
results in effective /ueg rates (U= 1) higher than calculated deleterious mutation rates using
chlorophyll-deficient lethals (U = 0.003-0.074) but consistent with rates in self-fertilizing
annual plants (U = 0.2-0.9). The high deleterious mutation rate compares well with recent
estimates in hominids (U - 1.2-1.7) [38]. The high incidence of deleterious mutations, with
rate estimates (U) comparable to those in plants subjected to inbreeding depression, casts
doubt on the long-term success of the interspecific hybrids, if mutational effects on fitness
were to combine in a multiplicative manner during clonal growth. Further research is
therefore needed to evaluate the effect of mutation accumulation on vegetative culture.

3.2.5. Genetic diversity and breeding for anthracnose resistance in dogwood

There are about 65 species of dogwood (Cornus sp.) distributed primarily throughout
the temperate regions of the northern hemisphere. Most species are either small trees or
shrubs and have woody rhizomes and bracts. A number of species are commercially
cultivated, predominantly for their ornamental characteristics, including the large-bracted
Pacific (C. nuttalli), flowering (C. florida.), and Chinese (C. kousa) dogwood trees. By far,
the most important North American species is the flowering dogwood, a relatively small
understory tree native of the eastern deciduous forests. A number of varieties have been
developed and commercialized, primarily based on differences in morphological traits such as
floral bract shape, size and colour, variegated foliage, and growth habit. Over 100 named
cultivars have been selected and maintained mainly through vegetative propagation by
grafting or root cuttings. However, many cultivars are so phenotypically similar that
identification has become very difficult.
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The North American dogwoods have been recently compromised by a devastating
anthracnose disease outbreak that has destroyed widely disseminated native stands and is
caused by filamentous coelomycetous fungi of the genus Discula [39]. At the University of
Tennessee, we initiated a genetic linkage mapping and marker-assisted selection (MAS)
effort, initially targeted to control anthracnose and powdery mildew in dogwood. We first
used DAF to determine the genetic relationships of representative cultivars and hybrids of
flowering dogwood, evaluate the extent of plant hybridization, and generate markers in
pseudo-testcross mapping of dogwood at the intraspecific level [16]. Most cultivars and
hybrids could be uniquely identified. However, they were relatively conserved at the genetic
level when compared with other plants [27, 28, 33]. Phenetic analysis identified cultivar
hybridization in the Fi progeny in the absence of phenotypic or physiological markers. The
study showed a larger contribution of the female to the genetic make-up of each individual
hybrid. Several cultivars grouped according to their recorded ancestry, such as the
descendents of 'Cherokee Chief ('Pink Sachet' and 'Cherokee Brave'), and others were
highly similar ('Barton' and 'Cloud 9') as suggested in previous studies [40]. North
Appalachian anthacnose-resistant lines grouped separately from those of South Appalachian
origin, suggesting that genetic diversity may be influenced by a bio-geographical component.
Finally, the DAF protocol was also tested in pseudo-testcross mapping of dogwood and
showed it was very efficient in generating markers segregating at 1:1 ratios in the Fl progeny
(3 per primer), despite the close relatedness and intra-specific nature of parental cultivars.
Thousands of dogwood hybrids are now being evaluated.

3.3. AAD markers in population biology of exotic fungal pathogens

North American forest trees have been ravaged by a number of diseases with severe
ecological and societal impact, many of them caused by exotic fungal invaders with greatly
enhanced virulence. The recent dogwood anthracnose epidemic is one recent example [39].
D. destructiva and Discula sp. (with low incidence) cause the disease. The exotic invader
hypothesis in Discula is supported by the severity and rapid onset and spread of the disease,
the absence of records of disease symptoms prior to the 1970s, the lack of detection of
conspecific fungi in herbarium specimens, the apparent lack of plant resistance, and the AAD-
defined genetic homogeneity [41] and fine population structure [42] of the pathogen. Despite
a proposal that the pathogen was introduced in infected C. kousa from eastern Asia, its origin
remains unknown as well as the long-term effects of the disease. We characterized a cross-
section of fungi that cause anthracnose in broadleaf temperate trees using a combination of
sequence and secondary structure analysis of rDNA spacers, DAF, ASAP and compatibility
of hyphal anastomosis. The study clarifies the taxonomy and phylogeny of Discula, raises the
possibility of horizontal transfer of pathogenicity, and reveals an unusually rapidly evolving
ITS sequence in an exotic and highly clonal fungal population.

Eukaryotic ribosomal genes are arranged in tandem repeats with the 5.8S coding region
flanked by internal transcribed spacers (ITS) regions. ITS-inferred phylogenies rejected the
null hypothesis of only one lineage by defining four monophyletic and well differentiated
groups corresponding to Discula sp., D. quercina, D. umbrinella and D. destructiva, with the
last two species sharing a common and recent ancestor. Results support a species concept
based on lineages with monophyletic groups representing phylogenetically-derived species
groups. For the most part, each group shared a same ecological niche defined by host-
specificity and interspecific vegetative incompatibilities. We also showed the appearance of
rare dogwood anthracnose-causing isolates that were phylogenetically related to the white oak
pathogen D. quercina though distinct from D. destructiva by DAF analysis. This suggests that
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pathogenicity determinants may be transmitting horizontally in Discula. A low incidence of
dogwood anthracnose disease associated with Discula sp. could be similarly explained by
lineage cross-talk mechanisms. One possibility is the transfer of genetic elements by
cytoplasmically replicating double-stranded RNA viruses common in fungi, present in
D. destructiva [43], and usually transmitted through hyphal anastomosis. This possibility is
supported by the compatibility of Discula sp. and D. quercina in anastomosis experiments.
The possibility of horizontal transfer of virulence determinants is of great concern for the
future control of the dogwood disease in North America and warrants rigorous experimental
challenge.

DAF analysis confirmed the high variability of D. umbrinella and Discula sp. and
remarkable homogeneity of D. destructiva at the genetic level. Despite the almost clonal
nature of D. destructiva, the ITS2 region of D. destructiva was found evolving at an unusually
rapid pace (3.1 x 10"3 substitutions per nucleotide per year). These nucleotide substitution
rates are 6 orders of magnitude higher than average levels in eukaryotic nuclear genomes and
5 times higher than a genome-wide mutation rate in D. destructiva (6.3 x 10"4 per nucleotide
per a) measured using the ASAP technique. This feature was conspicuously absent in ITS1.
The punctuated diversification phenomenon here described appears uniquely fast and highly
selective. It follows that of populations subjected to a perturbed adaptive landscape under the
stochastic effects of mutation, fluctuating selection and random genetic drift [44] and
ultimately relates to the debated issue of whether evolutionary change proceeds as
discontinuous transitions within the framework of punctuated equilibrium. Accumulating
evidence supports the existence of rapid co-evolution of interspecific interactions that are
ecologically important and occur during a time-span of less than 100 a [45]. The selective
founder effect diversification in ITS2 sequence apparently involves the optimization of some
aspect of protein synthesis, the major energy utilizing process in the cell, that is crucial to the
fitness of the pathogen and documents rapid gene evolution during clonal dispersal and
adaptation of D. destructiva to new hosts.

3.4. AAD markers in genetic mapping and positional cloning

3.4.1. Mapping of the supernodulation nts gene in soybean: a paradigm

The symbiosis between leguminous plants and rhizobia is a complex interplay between
organisms that leads to the formation of a nitrogen-fixing organ, the root nodule [46].
Nodulated legumes, such as soybean, have the ability to fix atmospheric nitrogen for direct
utilization of the plant. However, legumes seldomly fulfill their symbiotic potential because
applied or residual nitrate in the soil inhibit the symbiosis. Research on the role of the plant
on nodulation and nitrogen fixation necessitates a direct approach to gene isolation in order to
understand the underlying developmental processes curving nodulation. As the result of a
concerted genetic and physiological approach, a number of unique soybean mutants that
nodulate in the presence of fixed nitrogen {nts, nitrate-tolerant symbiosis mutants) or are
blocked in the early stages of nodule development and fail to nodulate at all (homologous to
rjl and rj6) were isolated (reviewed in [46, 47]). Since no association of individual mutations
to biochemical steps or cloned nodulin genes has yet been identified, positional cloning was
the strategy of choice.

We searched for molecular markers tightly linked to symbiotic loci and constructed
YAC and BAC libraries covering the roughly 1100 Mb of the soybean genome. A regional
genetic map containing RFLP, SCARs and other markers was defined around the nts-1 locus
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in linkage group H of the Iowa soybean map (Fig. 2). Initially, several F2 populations from
crosses between G. soja PI468397 (carrying the wild-type nts-1 allele) and supernodulating
lines nts382 and ntsl007 were analyzed for marker co-segregation with the mutant gene. One
sequence-tagged marker (pUTG-132a) was found tightly linked to the nts locus (about 0.3 cM
away), its sequence being highly conserved in other soybean varieties (Peking, Enrei, Minsoy,
Noir 1 and DPS3589). Several RFLP markers of the bean map were syntenic in soybean and
mapped close to the nts-1 region. The nts-\\rke& probes were also mapped on the Utah
immortal soybean map of recombinant inbred lines (RIL). pPV-7 was mapped on linkage
group U23 near pA-381 (8.4 cM distant). To enrich for markers in the region, we used
AAD markers and BSA. DNA pools from segregants homozygous for pUTG-132a and
flanking markers pA-381 and pA-36 were analyzed by scanning with 301 unstructured,
64 mini-hairpin decamer and 256 mini-hairpin undecamer primers. Several AAD
polymorphisms were identified and converted into SCARs, and 4 bonafide markers were
mapped. Furthermore, ASAP with several mini-hairpins and simple-sequence repeat primers
revealed additional markers tightly linked to nts-1. Similarly, tecMAAP produced several
markers that were polymorphic between wild-type Bragg and EMS-derived allelic mutants
nts382 and ntsl007 [11]. These markers will facilitate the construction of a high density map
and genome walking in the region. Our overall results show that despite the extremely
conserved nature of the nts-1 region, BSA and AAD techniques can be successfully coupled
in search for rate-associated amplification markers.
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Fig. 2. The soybean supernodulation nts-1 region. The map was determined from 113 F2 plants using
MAP MAKER program. Inclusion of other mapping data from different crosses gave a nts-1 to pUTG-
132a distance of about 0.3 cM. pPV-1 . pPV-7 are random genomic clones derived from Phaseolus
vulgaris, that map to linkage group J of the Florida bean map(E. Vallejos, Univ. of Florida,
Gainesville). Physical mapping ofthepA-36 marker region showed an equivalence of 550 kb per cM,
suggesting the overall region is recombnogenically average.

Soybean YAC and BAC libraries have been analyzed for sequences that are
complementary to rate-linked marker regions. Two BAC pools of 350 clones contained
sequences detected by primers for pUTG-132a, and several YAC clones hybridized to pUTG-
132a. Three BACs were isolated (50, 75 and 165 Kb) and their endclones amplified and
sequenced. One endclone had similarity to components of a retrotransposon, and another was
common in two of the isolated BACs. Endclones are being converted into PCR-derived
markers and will be used in the walking towards the nts-1 gene.
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3.4.2. Mapping of the non-nodulation rjl andrj6 loci

The rjl and rj6 non-nodulation traits segregate as single recessive Mendelian
characters, and are necessary for nodule meristem development {rjl) and nodule initiation
(rj6). A large group of mini-hairpin and standard primers were used to screen bulked DNA
from F2 segregating populations. In BSA of rjl, 10 862 DAF loci were generated by
amplification, 0.2% of which were polymorphic between the bulks and 22 of them were
potentially interesting. In BSA of rjl, 11 351 loci were generated, 0.24% of which were
polymorphic and 27 were potentially interesting. However, when identified markers were
studied for segregation in the F2 population, most of them showed high recombination
frequencies with the nodulation trait. As with nts, the symbiotic regions appear highly
conserved.

In order to explain the lack linked markers in these BSA experiments, we studied the
effect of product competition during the amplification of mixed samples of DNA. DNA from
several soybean cultivars was mixed at various ratios with DNA from bermudagrass or from
the ancestral soybean G. soja. The extent of dilution tolerated by each amplified band was then
recorded. These competition experiments showed that not all amplification products were
equally competitive. Rather, they exhibited different "amplification potentials". An interesting
observation was that, in general, bermudagrass and G soja amplification products were more
competitive that soybean products. One conclusion drawn from these experiments is that
genome size is not a relevant factor in competition. Instead, differences in competition resulted
from difference in sequence variability expressed as genetic diversity within templates. In this
regard, a number of studies have identified G. soja as harboring a panel of more diverse
genetic loci than soybean, including microsatellites. These competition experiments also
showed that each amplification product will have its own amplification threshold allowing
expression of polymorphism according to its own amplification potential.

4. CONCLUSIONS

We have concentrated efforts in the study of marker systems that are powerful in their
ability to detect genetic differences between closely related organisms. Markers such as those
generated in ASAP and tecMAAP analyses were of great value in our efforts of plant
breeding, variety identification and map-based cloning. Improved AAD methods produced
numerous markers close to defined loci in the positional cloning of a soybean symbiotic gene.
These same techniques were valuable in phylogenetic analysis, especially when coupled with
PCR-based amplification of informative genomic regions such as rDNA, and in the
identification of vegetatively propagated plant lines. They also permitted the evaluation of an
important evolutionary parameter, mutation rate. AAD methods generated sequence tags for
genetic and physical mapping applications. The selection of these tags was dependent on the
context of their amplification and on sequences other that those targeted by the
oligonucleotide primers. Finally, we used Taguchi methods very effectively to optimize DNA
amplification and produce robust protocols of analysis without extensive effort. These
optimization tools have great potential for the development of improved techniques in
molecular biology.
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